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overview

In financial services, 
innovation works best 
when it can deliver 
increased benefits to 
members. The Filene 
approach was designed to 
help innovators optimize 
their abilities to ideate, 
test, and implement 
cutting edge solutions.

In a recent blog post on innovation, Joseph E. Stiglitz, who is, among other 
things, a Nobel laureate in economics and a professor at Columbia Univer-
sity, discussed what he described as “the innovation enigma.” In short, 
he says there isn’t always a clear link between innovation and GDP statis-
tics, which he equates with improved living standards. Stiglitz goes on to 
discuss the fact that innovation in the financial services sector—especially 
as illustrated by innovations popular before the 2008 economic collapse—
often meant “devising better ways of scamming others, manipulating 
markets without getting caught (at least for a long time), and exploiting 
market power.”1

Not exactly the rosy glow that “innovation” usually engenders, huh? Is it 
possible for innovation in the financial services sector to create positive 
results for the “little guy?” Or is financial services innovation, by its very 
nature, just about creating profits?

What is the Research about?

To answer those questions, this report starts with a brief look at general 
innovations over time and then moves on to business innovations, using 
Peter Drucker’s seven areas of opportunity for innovation as a framework. 
The key message for innovation in every sector: A truly great innovation is 
defined by the value it creates for society.

The report then moves on to innovations specifically linked to financial 
services. We examine financial innovation milestones over time—reaching 
all the way back to 9000 BC!—before focusing on innovations of the last 
half century. To help us determine whether these innovations did more 
than create wealth for the financial services sector, we put each to a litmus 
test designed by Robert Litan, a senior fellow in the Economic Studies Pro-
gram at the Brookings Institution. The three qualitative dimensions that he 
uses to determine the merits of an innovation are:

 → Better/wider access.

 → Greater convenience.

 → Increased productivity/GDP.

Not surprisingly, when we applied these metrics to recent financial services 
innovations, the results were decidedly mixed—confirming that Stiglitz has 
reason to be concerned.

Executive Summary
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Last, we discuss the role of cooperatives in financial services and the fact 
that innovation works best when it doesn’t just happen but is actively 
sought out and developed. To illustrate this, we walk through what we call 
the Filene Method—a six-step process that can help an innovator move 
from insights to results in the financial services sector. The Filene Method 
was designed over 10 years by Filene’s innovation think tank, called 
i3 (Ideas, Innovation, Implementation). The method has been used to 
develop and test hundreds of financial services innovations.

What are the credit union implications?

Cooperative financial institutions are mandated to put people before 
profits, so they must apply the filter of increased member benefit to every 
innovation they consider. This adds a layer of time and complexity to every 
decision cooperatives make, but there are plenty of opportunities to inno-
vate and benefit members at the same time.

Good examples include:

 → Mobile banking—This has been especially critical in developing 
countries that lack the infrastructure to support traditional bank-
ing service channels.

 → Microfinancing—Examples abound of how microfinancing has 
helped low- income people around the world improve their quality 
of life.

 → Prize-linked savings campaigns—These have a proven track 
record of increasing savings levels around the world, especially 
among low- income, financially vulnerable non savers.

Although Stiglitz isn’t wrong to be concerned about the impact of financial 
innovations on society, we believe there are many reasons to be hopeful, 
especially in the cooperative financial services world.
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chapteR 1

What Is Innovation?
We cannot solve our problems by using the same thinking we 
used when we created them. —aLbeRt einStein

defining innovation
Explaining innovation is like being asked to describe 
what you see in an optical illusion like the one shown in 
Figure 1. Is that a vase, or two faces looking toward each 
other? A duck, or a rabbit? Just as there are different ways 
to see these images, there are different ways to explain 
what innovation is.

Like the optical illusions, innovation considers both 
form and function. Innovation encompasses the process 

A Road Map for Worldwide 
Financial Services Innovation

figuRe 1

OptICAL ILLusIOns: RubIn VAse bY eDGAR 
RubIn AnD RAbbIt AnD DuCK bY LuDwIG 
wIttGensteIn
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of developing new ideas as well as putting those ideas into action. Innovation is forward 
thinking and emphasizes the need for a better method or idea that results in a meaningful 
purpose, something “original, new, and important—in whatever field—that breaks in to (or 
obtains a foothold in) a market or society.”2

The term “innovation” was originally associated with science and industry and was intro-
duced into the economic arena during the Industrial Revolution. Innovation had generally 
positive connotations during this period with the issuance of ever- increasing numbers 
of patents, sizeable government investment in research and development, and the intro-
duction of consumerism. The shift from invention to innovation was later captured by 
Austrian economist Joseph Schumpeter in 1942, who “defined invention as an act of intel-
lectual creativity undertaken without any thought given to its possible economic import, 
while innovation happens when firms figure out how to craft inventions into constructive 
changes in their business model.”3

This was an era of “creative destruction,” whereby old models of thinking and doing were 
destroyed and replaced with new ones—a time of disruptions that led to radical innova-
tions, which in turn created new industries and economic growth, thus reinforcing the 
value- creation trait of innovation.4

the historical Reach of innovation
Innovation has had a generally positive impact on society and the lives of people through-
out history. At the most basic level, it can be organized into four main categories, as shown 
in Figure 2. As these examples so clearly capture, innovation has had a significant impact 
on our day-to-day lives.

figuRe 2

tHe FOuR mAIn CAteGORIes OF InnOVAtIOn

Innovation category examples

Saves lives or improves quality of life Anesthetics, surgery, vaccines, antibiotics

Fundamentally alters how we live and what we are 
able to do

Mathematics, money/currency, property ownership, 
Internet 

Frees people from need to produce items to meet their 
basic needs (e.g., food, shelter, clothing)

Domesticated animals, agriculture, participative 
democracy

Amplifies and improves standard of living for entire 
populations in modern economies

Printing, mobile phones

Source: Larry Keeley, “History’s Greatest Innovation,” Business Week, July 2, 2003, images.businessweek.com/
ss/07/02/0216_innovations/index_01.htm.
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innovation: the business Way
Innovation has also played a critical role in economic development, trade, and business, 
evolving and shifting as opportunities surface. In a 1985 article titled “The Discipline of 
Innovation,” Peter Drucker detailed the seven areas from which opportunities for business 
innovation originate, both inside and outside a company or industry (Figure 3).

figuRe 3

DRuCKeR’s seVen AReAs OF OppORtunItY FOR busIness InnOVAtIOn

Area for opportunity 
within company/industry example

unexpected occurrences During the 1950s, big mainframes were used exclusively for scientific R&D. IBM 
saw that these systems had good crossover potential for business activities such 
as payroll; the incumbent, Univac, didn’t want to invest in this area. IBM made the 
investment and within five years became the leader in the computer industry.

Incongruities
(assumption differs from 
reality)

When it comes to managing the cost of operating ocean freighters, it might seem 
like freighting activities—those associated with time at sea—would be the main 
drivers of cost. The truth is that port/idle times are actually more of a concern. 
Savvy operators recognized that placing multiple shipping containers on the 
freighters could optimize downtime revenues, which resulted in a huge change to 
the business model.

process needs The reach and size of the newspaper industry would not have been possible 
without Ottmar Mergenthaler’s Linotype. This allowed for rapid production and 
high-volume output, which created vast distribution and reach. This created an 
appealing opportunity for advertisers and launched the media business.

Industry and market shifts When an industry grows quickly (i.e., 40% in 10 years), its construct shifts.  
Established companies focused on defending their market share are not prepared 
for the newcomers, and the newcomers start to shift the rules of the game. An 
example: long tail businesses that sell a few of many items, like the iTunes Store, 
competing with traditional retailers that need to find blockbuster items in order to 
break even.

Demographic changes The hourglass shape of the North American population captures two large cohorts 
that will shape the marketplace for years to come: youthfully minded Baby 
Boomers who will demand innovative elder care, and Millennials who will change 
workplace practices and leadership norms.

Changes in perception When consumer perceptions begin to shift, opportunities for innovation surface. 
Processed foods—once considered a convenient, tasty alternative to cooking—are 
now viewed as unhealthy as consumers carefully scrutinize ingredient lists and 
processing methods. This shift has opened up opportunities for innovation in food 
preparation and delivery methods, such as organic and locally grown foods.

new knowledge 
(scientific, technical, or 
social)

New knowledge is usually associated with the convergence of different industries 
and long lead times before launching into the marketplace. For instance, although 
the first digital computer didn’t appear until 1946, all of its various components—
such as binary code, punch cards, and the electronic switch—had been available 
since 1918.

Source: Peter Drucker, “The Discipline of Innovation,” Harvard Business Review 63, no. 3 (1985): 67–72.
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Once these opportunities are uncovered, Drucker stated, a leap of imagination is required 
in order for these opportunities to lead to a series of activities that will achieve the most 
beneficial and desired outcomes.

Drucker also believed that innovation:

 → Is both conceptual and perceptual. Uncovering opportunities requires talking to 
people, looking at the data, and tapping into the left and right sides of the brain.

 → Is often simple and focused on a specific need rather than complex and serving all 
needs.

 → Must be closely tied to marketplace dynamics, competition, and consumers in 
order to be successful and create a positive impact for society and business.

Great innovations are defined by the value they create for society. Business innovation 
helps to drive economic growth and, in doing so, extends value by improving the quality 
of people’s lives and providing better access to goods that allow them to meet their basic 
needs. Given the importance of business innovation to a society’s overall health, it’s criti-
cal to understand that opportunities for such innovation can come from different sources. 
The external and internal conditions that Drucker studied should be kept in mind as we 
continue the exploration of innovation and examine more specifically financial services 
innovation in the following chapter.

chapteR 2

The Role of Innovation in 
Financial Services

the financial Services System
At the heart of finance is money, and how that money is exchanged creates economic value 
and drives economic growth. The activities that encompass the financial services industry 
support other industries by providing them with the means to operate and grow. The finan-
cial services industry has its own set of complex systems and activities, and some of these 
activities spill into other industries. In short, financial innovation lubricates innovation in 
other industries.
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Before we can explore the role of innovation in finan-
cial services, we must first understand what the 
industry actually does. Financial services and the 
institutions that drive this industry have six primary 
functions, according to Robert C. Merton, a Nobel lau-
reate in economics from MIT (Figure 4).5

Against this backdrop, innovation has been defined as 
“the act of creating and then popularizing new finan-
cial instruments as well as new financial technologies, 
institutions, and markets.”6

Some see financial innovations as being less inven-
tive than those in other industries, a claim which is 
supported by the fact that most financial innovations 
represent incremental refinements or improvements 
of existing processes or products. Furthermore, there 
is often a strong link between an innovation in the 
design of the process to deliver a financial product 
and the innovation of the product itself. For example, 
residential mortgages were designed to offer credit to 
consumers for large purchases and supported by credit 
policies put in place to help financial institutions man-
age the associated risk.

There’s also evidence to suggest that financial innovations are often designed to benefit 
the financial institution more than the consumer. For example, financial institutions have 
invested ample time and resources to fine-tune mortgage credit policies and adjudication 
processes while delivering product options (i.e., term lengths, interest rates) to the end 
consumer. However, as other needs of the financial institution come into play, innovative 
improvements are focused less on a product’s benefits to consumers and more on how 
the product’s features can benefit the financial institution in its other key functions. For 
instance, mortgage securitization (a financial innovation) allows financial institutions 
to pool existing funds to access more capital (one of the primary functions identified by 
Merton). Consumers benefit by having more funds to access, but the fundamental product 
features consumers shop for (e.g., loan amount, type of rate) remain largely unchanged.

Deals with
asymmetrical

information or incentives
between two

transacting parties

Mechanism
for pooling funds

for large-scale
use

Provides price
information

across
industries

Transfers
resources across

time, regions, and
industries

Functions of
the financial 

system

Manages
uncertainty and

controls risk

Payment and
clearing system
for exchange of

goods and
services

figuRe 4

tHe sIx pRImARY FunCtIOns OF tHe FInAnCIAL 
sYstem

Source: Robert C. Merton, “A Functional Perspective on Financial 
Intermediation,” Financial Management 24 (Summer 1995): 23–41.
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financial innovation milestones
Since the beginning of trade and bartering in 9000 BC, financial innovations have 
advanced and evolved according to Merton’s six primary functions of financial institu-
tions—though the majority of the innovations shown in Figure 5 involve the development 
and enhancement of payment for the exchange of goods and services. Whether by creating 
standardized currencies, designing ways to extend access through credit, or storing and 
dispensing funds (e.g., ATMs), our ability to manage money in a systematic and secure 
fashion has fostered many innovations. And because money fuels consumers’ daily activi-
ties, it’s important that these financial innovations create value as described in Chapter 1.

figuRe 5

FInAnCIAL InnOVAtIOn mILestOnes (COntInueD)

type of innovation (based on merton’s categories)

time frame Innovation
payment 
system

pooling 
funds for 

large-scale 
use

price info 
across 

industries

managing 
uncertainty 

and 
controlling 

risk

transfer of 
resources 

across time, 
regions, 

industries

Dealing with 
asymmetrical 

info or 
incentives 

across 
parties

9000 bC 
onwards

medium of exchange
•  Bartering of produce and cattle

★ ★

2500–400 bC credit agreements
•   Mesopotamian tablets with loan and 

interest paid recorded

★ ★ ★

1000 bC metal money and coins
•   Early Chinese “tool money” and 

primitive  coins introduced

★

700–600 bC modern coinage introduced
•  Lydia, western Turkey

★

321–185 bC bills of exchange
•   Bills of exchange, promissory notes used 

in Mauryan Empire, India

★

14th century bonds
•   Renaissance Italy issues bonds to 

support wartime activities

★ ★

1602 publicly listed stock
•   Dutch East India Company— 

Amsterdam Stock Exchange

★ ★ ★
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figuRe 5

FInAnCIAL InnOVAtIOn mILestOnes (COntInueD)

type of innovation (based on merton’s categories)

time frame Innovation
payment 
system

pooling 
funds for 

large-scale 
use

price info 
across 

industries

managing 
uncertainty 

and 
controlling 

risk

transfer of 
resources 

across time, 
regions, 

industries

Dealing with 
asymmetrical 

info or 
incentives 

across 
parties

1688 insurance brokerage
•   Edward Lloyd’s London coffee house, 

center for marine insurance

★ ★

18th century options
•  First call options on Dutch stocks

★ ★

1742 monopoly on banknote issuance
•  Bank of England

★

1774 mutual funds 
•   Closed-end mutual fund set up by Dutch 

merchant

★ ★

1938 Secondary mortgages
•   Fannie Mae establishes secondary 

market in the United States

★ ★

1946 venture capital
•   Private equity firms established in the 

United States

★ ★ ★

1958 modern credit cards
•   Bank of America launches credit card 

with revolving credit line
•   1950 Diners Club launches first charge 

card

★ ★

credit scoring
•   Fair Isaac FICO score introduced in the 

United States

★

1960 atms
•   Patent filed for cash dispenser in the 

United States
•   By late 1960s ATMs operational in 

London

★ ★

1968 Securitization
•   Ginnie Mae guarantees first mortgage 

securitization

★ ★
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figuRe 5

FInAnCIAL InnOVAtIOn mILestOnes (COntInueD)

type of innovation (based on merton’s categories)

time frame Innovation
payment 
system

pooling 
funds for 

large-scale 
use

price info 
across 

industries

managing 
uncertainty 

and 
controlling 

risk

transfer of 
resources 

across time, 
regions, 

industries

Dealing with 
asymmetrical 

info or 
incentives 

across 
parties

1972 debit cards
•   City National Bank of Cleveland issues 

ATM account debit card

★ ★

1973 point-of-sale terminals
•  IBM launches POS terminals

★ ★

1983 modern microfinancing
•   Muhammad Yunnus introduces 

microfinance banking in Bangladesh

★ ★

Online banking
•   Bank of Scotland provides customers 

with Homelink, which allows for money 
transfers and payments via TV and 
telephone

★ ★

1987 automatic underwriting
•   Allfinanz begins automatic underwriting 

for life insurance 

★

1988 international capital requirements 
•   Basel Accord (Basel I) introduced for banks

★

1994 credit default swaps
•  JPMorgan structures first CDS

★ ★

1999 online payment
•  PayPal launches online payments

★ ★

Mobile banking
•  Via SMS technology

★ ★

2004 usage-based insurance
•   Pay-as-you drive car insurance 

introduced by GMAC in the United States

★

2005 peer-to-peer lending
•   First person-to-person lending service 

without a financial intermediary, Zopa, 
launches in the UK

★

Sources: Innovations were identified from Oliver Wyman, “Rethinking Financial Innovation:  Reducing Negative Outcomes while Retaining the 
Benefits,” World Economic Forum, 2012; and Robert E. Litan, In Defense of Much, But Not All, Financial Innovation (Washington, DC: Brookings 
Institution, 2010), www.brookings.edu/research/papers/2010/02/17-financial-innovation-litan. The report’s authors then organized the innovations 
according to Merton’s primary function categories.
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Recent financial innovations: focus on the consumer
In the second half of the twentieth century, financial institutions in the developed world 
rode the wave of household income and wealth growth, with a focus on delivering inno-
vations that would help consumers maximize or mobilize their savings, make payments, 
and access credit. Innovations during this period included mortgages, credit and debit 
cards, and electronic banking (e.g., ATMs) and signaled a new era of choice and access for 
consumers.7

This age of consumer finance saw more people in the developed world gain access to vari-
ous products and services and bolstered the economy along the way. Mortgages meant 
there were more home purchases (and more real estate–related jobs); friendlier auto loans 
led to more vehicles on the road (and more factory jobs).

But variety and choice have sometimes done more harm than good:

 → Easier access to money through ATMs, direct deposit, and electronic bill pay meant 
greater convenience but increased the tendency for consumers to overextend 
themselves.

 → The introduction of credit scoring allowed financial institutions to provide loan 
access to a wider group of consumers but also drove higher levels of debt and lower 
levels of personal savings.

 → The proliferation of investment vehicles (in the 1950s there were fewer than 
100 mutual funds; by 2007 there were over 8,0008) meant consumers had many 
choices—and increased pressure to make the “right” investment decision.

 → Alternative financial products such as check cashing and payday lending provided 
small dollar credit to low- income consumers but increased their vulnerability to 
overleveraging themselves and taking on additional risk.

The Downsides of Choice
In North America, many consumers have their pick of financial products and services, but access 

does not guarantee financial savviness or a stress-free financial life.

In the United States, one in five Americans have been late with their mortgage payment or overdrawn 

on their checking account, while 14% have had to borrow from their retirement savings to manage 

their immediate financial needs.9 In surveys of Canadian households, 70% said they were confident 

that their standard of living would be sustained through retirement, but only 40% knew how much 

money they needed to save to accomplish this. And 3 out of 10 Canadians admitted they were strug-

gling with their bills and loan payments.10
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To address the lack of financial savviness among consumers, Thrivent Financial and its subsidiary, 

brightpeak, are taking a “back to basics” approach with their members. The companies are success-

fully using home gatherings led by financial guides where families and friends learn financial tips and 

practice using financial tools—all in a fun and interactive fashion.

In the aftermath of the 2007 banking crisis, several prominent individuals, including Paul 
Volcker, the former US Federal Reserve chairman, declared themselves unimpressed with 
the financial innovations of the past 25 years. Volcker said: “How many other [recent] inno-
vations can you tell me that have been as important to the individual as the automatic teller 
machine, which in fact is more of a mechanical than a financial one? . . . All I know is the 
economy was rising nicely in the 1950s and 1960s without all these innovations. Indeed, it 
was quite good in the 1980s without credit default swaps and without securitization and 
without collateralized debt obligations.”11

Other experts are equally leery of the value of financial innovations. In a 2010 paper, Robert 
Litan, nonresident senior fellow in the Economic Studies Program at Brookings, used three 
dimensions to determine the merits of major innovations in recent times: (1) better/wider 
access, (2) greater convenience, and (3) increased productivity/gross domestic product 
(GDP). He concluded there were mixed results.12

Using these dimensions, the impact of recent financial innovations can be grouped into 
three categories (Figure 6):

 → The good: Innovations that improved access and convenience for the end users 
(typically consumers) with either a neutral or positive impact on the economy.

 → The bad: Innovations that were poorly designed from the start and did not have 
much positive impact on any of Litan’s dimensions.

 → The ugly: Innovations that provided greater access and convenience but were 
misused, resulting in a negative economic impact and contributing to the financial 
crisis.

figuRe 6

ReCent FInAnCIAL InnOVAtIOns

Good bad ugly

• ATMs
• Debit cards
• Mutual funds
• Credit scoring

• Collateralized debt obligations (CDOs)
• Structured investment vehicles (SIVs)

• Credit default swaps (CDSs)
• Adjustable-rate mortgages (ARMs)
• Home equity lines of credit (HELOCs)
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chapteR 3

Global Financial Innovations
A plethora of consumer financial innovations swept most of the developed countries after 
World War II when economies and consumer spending began to flourish. This chapter 
explores a handful of these and evaluates them against Robert Litan’s three dimensions 
of impact as discussed in Chapter 2: (1) better/wider access, (2) greater convenience, and 
(3) increased productivity/GDP.

The innovations were selected based on how they address the most important banking 
needs for consumers today: savings, lending, payments, and investing.

prize-Linked Savings
Prize-linked savings (PLS) accounts have been in existence around the world for the past 
three centuries. These accounts—which can also take the form of bonds, as is the case in 
the UK—differ from traditional savings accounts in that each participant has the opportu-
nity to win a lottery in the form of money or prizes instead of earning a competitive interest 
rate on balances (in some cases there might be a low interest rate; in others, none).

the uK
In the UK, the government has offered the UK Premium Bond since 1956, and more than 
50 years later, it’s estimated that 22%–40% of the population holds such bonds. When they 
first launched in the 1950s as “Savings with a Thrill,” British Prime Minister Harold Mac-
millian stated they would “appeal to those who are not attracted by the rewards of interest, 
but do respond to the incentives of fortune.”13

Japan
In the mid-1990s, the Jonan Shinkin Bank, a small cooperative bank in Tokyo, introduced a 
one-year PLS deposit account in the recently deregulated country. In a few days, the bank 
attracted over US$300 million (M) in deposits. This spurred 13 other shinkin (cooperative) 
banks to offer comparable PLS accounts. A similar link between the availability of PLS 
accounts and corresponding increases in deposits held by the issuing financial institutions 
was seen in Indonesia in the 1980s and Spain and Argentina in the 1990s.
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pakistan
In Pakistan the government- owned Habib Bank launched its crorepatti (multimillion-
aire) account in 1998 and attracted US$220M in deposits over a six-month period. Several 
other local banks quickly followed suit, launching their own PLS accounts. Despite their 
popularity, less than two years after their debut in the country, PLS accounts were deemed 
un- Islamic and banks were banned from selling them to Pakistani residents.

assessing the value of pLS
While the combined savings and gambling features of PLS accounts are supported in coun-
tries around the world, they’re not accepted everywhere. In the United States, the features 
of these accounts are considered in violation of state lottery laws and federal banking regu-
lations, and PLS accounts are only available in a handful of states (see Chapter 4). In South 
Africa, where PLS accounts are quite popular, the government has tried to intervene and 
shut them down, questioning whether the accounts are used more as gambling accounts 
rather than savings accounts.

Regardless of where PLS accounts are offered, they generally appeal more to three specific 
populations: traditional nonsavers, those starting to save, and low- income families (as 
evidenced by usage trends in the UK, Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela, Argentina, Pakistan, 
Japan, and South Africa). Central to the debate of whether these are savings accounts or 
essentially a form of gambling, one must ask whether PLS accounts ultimately foster more 
savings.

While there’s sufficient evidence to demonstrate the interest and uptake in PLS accounts 
through increased deposit gathering by participating financial institutions, it’s unclear 
whether PLS accounts provide a net increase in overall savings. What’s just as likely is that 
they simply shift savings from one financial institution to another—or one type of savings 
account to a PLS account—rather than truly increasing savings levels.

In markets where a clear link can be shown between the use of these accounts and 
increased savings levels, it’s a financial innovation that warrants further use and 
customization.

The results, as evidenced by various research papers, have been mixed. Research by 
Tufano14 and by Guillen and Tschoegl15 indicates that PLS could have a beneficial impact 
on savings; as the above examples show, those benefits aren’t universal.
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from traditional banking to mobile banking
There is a huge divide in access to banking services between developed and developing 
countries: More than 3 billion people do not have access to banking services such as sav-
ings accounts.16 This gap exists because the cost of providing traditional banking services 
(i.e., through distributive branch networks and ATMs) far exceeds the value of deposits 
gathered by the world’s poor, and because there is a high associated cost for the under-
served to bank in traditional branch channels. Given the fragmented branch network, an 
individual may need to take upwards of half a day off work—often forgoing some wages—to 
get to their branch to make a deposit.

Attempts to leverage the traditional banking model have had their challenges. In 2005, 
the Financial Sector Charter applied regulatory pressure on South African banks to extend 
their banking services to the 18 million unbanked consumers in the country. The Mzansi 
account, a transaction account for low- income individuals, was launched to bring entry- 
level consumers into the banking sector. While almost 5 million Mzansi accounts were 
opened—representing 15% of the population—only 60% of the accounts were considered 
active. High levels of dormancy quickly occurred because it was counterproductive for cus-
tomers to spend money and time traveling to a branch or ATM to make a deposit. In 2011, 
four of South Africa’s banks reported losses on their Mzansi accounts.17

Fortunately, over the past 10 years a financial innovation has surfaced that addresses the 
high cost and low convenience of traditional banking services and provides more univer-
sal access to banking services: mobile banking. Unlike in developed countries with strong 
banking infrastructure where mobile banking is positioned as just another channel for 
banking services, in some parts of Africa and Asia, mobile banking was born out of neces-
sity and may become the main channel for banking services for the underserved.

One of the most successful innovations linked to mobile banking is m-money. The most 
famous example is M-PESA (“M” for mobile; pesa is “money” in Swahili), which launched 
in Kenya in 2007. Three things drove the rapid adoption of M-PESA:

1. High mobile phone penetration levels. Over 50% of the population has cell 
phones, more than double the number of people with access to banking services. 
M-PESA leveraged existing mobile technology and was offered through a local 
cellular company, Safaricom, which counts 45% of the adult population as its 
customers.

2. Preexisting retail stores to provide mobile payments. There are 16,900 M-PESA 
stores and 100,000 airtime resellers in Kenya, which eclipses the 1,300 bank 
branches in the country.
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3. A large percentage of the Kenyan population needs to be able to remit/receive 
funds.

As of 2013, M-PESA had 18 million registered customers, representing well over 50% of the 
adult population in Kenya.18

M-PESA’s success comes not only from providing needed services, but from its non- 
banklike business model and being subject to fewer banking regulatory requirements than 
full- service financial institutions. Its origins are in the telecommunications industry, where 
the business model is based on usage revenue and prepaid revenues and each transaction 
(e.g., a call or text message) is profitable. With M-PESA, a customer is profitable as soon 
as they purchase a prepaid card (it doesn’t matter if the customer uses the card a little or a 
lot). This is in contrast to the banking model whereby customers are deemed profitable or 
unprofitable based on their deposit balances and credit usage.19 M-PESA has also benefited 
from not being a financial institution. While it does need to deposit its customers’ balances 
in a financial institution and is subject to the Central Bank of Kenya’s regulations, part of 
M-PESA’s success has been due to the Central Bank of Kenya’s willingness to open up the 
regulatory environment to allow M-PESA to compete as an alternative to banks.

Japan’s Jibun Bank
While developing countries have tended to use mobile banking channels out of necessity, Japan’s 

mobile bank, Jibun, was launched to attract Gen Y consumers in the country. Created in 2008, Jibun 

is a joint venture between the Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi and telecom operator KDDI. In 2013 Jibun 

had 1.5 million customers; 30% were in their 20s and 30% in their 30s, thus achieving its goal of 

attracting younger customers. Jibun is a truly full- service mobile bank offering with the benefit of a 

bank branch network. Jibun has a comprehensive mobile wallet (the Passbook) and also allows its 

customers to open accounts, pay bills, and send money transfers.

assessing the value of mobile banking
Since its debut in 2007 with a focus on person-to- person money transfer, M-PESA has 
transferred over US$5.3 billion (B) in funds. In 2012, 60% of Kenya’s GDP was transferred by 
M-PESA. M-PESA’s product portfolio in Kenya has grown to include savings products, alli-
ances with banks to offer insurance, credit products, and the ability to pay merchants via 
its mobile network.20

M-PESA’s disruptive innovation model provides access to banking services (payments 
in particular) by leveraging a ubiquitous cellular network and leapfrogging fragmented 
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banking distribution channels. Today M-PESA has extended to other markets facing similar 
challenges, including South Africa, Tanzania, Afghanistan, and India.

Thailand’s TrueMoney
Thailand’s version of m-money, TrueMoney, is a subsidiary of True Corporation (TrueCorp), a conglom-

erate with activities in mobile, pay TV, broadband, coffee shops, online gaming, and radio. TrueMoney 

was introduced to enable customers to pay their various TrueCorp bills more easily.

Because of TrueCorp’s various services, TrueMoney can guarantee a certain volume of transactions 

and offer retailers confidential TrueMoney bill payment services. The TrueMoney eWallet can be 

topped up by a bank transfer from linked accounts at four different banks branches, ATMs, or scratch 

cards. Scratch cards are sold through the airtime reseller network of the company’s mobile operator, 

TrueMove.

crypto-currencies: the bitcoin
Launched in 2008, Bitcoin is a cryptography- based currency that uses open-source 
software, knows no international boundaries, is not regulated by any reserve bank or 
government, and is stored on the customer’s computer drive instead of at a financial insti-
tution.21 Bitcoins are created (or “mined”) by completing extremely complex mathematical 
equations that validate the bitcoin’s code. Depending on the machine, it could take months 
to mine a single coin. Currently there are more than 12 million bitcoins in circulation, and 
the rate of new bitcoin production will be halved every four years until it reaches the maxi-
mum of 21 million bitcoins (based on an algorithm set when bitcoins were first created).

Avid users and supporters of Bitcoin have tended to be early adopters of technology, 
privacy and cryptography enthusiasts, those who mistrust the government, criminals, and 
speculators.22 Created as a digital currency primarily for making purchases on the Internet, 
the majority of Bitcoin payments have indeed been online, with only a handful of retail 
businesses accepting bitcoins. Despite its original goal to be an alternative digital payment, 
Bitcoin has recently been cast in a more dubious light, making headlines throughout 2013 
over its speculative trading activities and the proliferation of bitcoin exchanges.

In March 2013, Bitcoin’s trading activities began to take off when the government of Cyprus 
announced a “bail-in” for banks, which forced financial institutions to impose losses. 
Wanting to avoid personal forfeitures, people withdrew their funds, and many placed 
their money into Bitcoin. In the fall of 2013, interest in Bitcoin spiked in China, which 
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accounted for more than half of the world’s bitcoin trade with prices above US$1,000 and 
100,000 coins being traded daily on BTC China, a bitcoin exchange.23 Since then, bitcoin 
trading has cooled, and in April 2014 prices dropped to $500 with 2,000 coins being traded 
daily on the BTC China exchange. This decline has been due in part to China’s central 
bank’s restrictions on the companies and intermediaries dealing in bitcoin exchanges.

In addition to fluctuations in the price of bitcoins, in February 2014 the largest bitcoin 
exchange, MtGox (based in Tokyo), lost at least $400M in customer deposits—about 
750,000 bitcoins—and filed for bankruptcy.

assessing the value of bitcoin
Given the highly speculative nature of Bitcoin and the scrutiny by various government 
regulators, consumers will continue to be nervous about adopting this currency in the near 
future. Plus, the anonymous nature of using bitcoins for e-commerce transactions—which 
eliminates the need to provide credit card information—may not be a strong enough benefit 
to offset the fundamental issue of how the value of the bitcoin is set and the currency’s 
instability. Until consumer demand, technological rigor, and the stability of the currency 
value are met, Bitcoin is not currently an example of a good innovation according to Litan’s 
framework.

Structured equity products: mini-bonds
Up until the 1990s, investment portfolios were developed according to a narrow definition 
of what were considered high- quality debt and equity products. However, with the intro-
duction of structured equity products (SEPs), a whole new world of derivative securities 
became available. According to the US Securities and Exchange Commission Rule 434, 
structured securities are “securities whose cash flow characteristics depend upon one or 
more indices or that have embedded forwards or options, or securities where an investor’s 
investment return and the issuer’s payment obligations are contingent on, or highly sensi-
tive to changes in the value of underlying assets, indices, interest rates or cash flows.”24 In 
other words, the payment features of a traditional security (such as a bond) are replaced 
with the performance (payoff) of an underlying asset. There are many different types of 
structured products that have underlying value linked to interest rates, foreign exchange 
rates, stock exchanges, and credit facilities.

While SEPs can enhance returns and reduce risk, depending on how the product is struc-
tured, the challenge of these innovations is that there is no uniform and transparent 
pricing approach. There is also the possibility that product investors don’t understand 
the financial markets, which could cause them to assign incorrect probabilities or risks to 
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events. These factors make it difficult to compare the price of a SEP to a similar investment 
option and also open up the chance of investors overpaying for the product.25

These challenges were all too evident during the 2008 financial crisis. In one example, 
SEP credit- linked notes, called mini-bonds, were issued by Lehman Brothers in Hong Kong 
(to 43,700 investors with HK$20.23B) and Singapore (to 10,000 investors with SG$500M). 
During a time of low interest rates on deposit accounts, savers lined up to buy mini-bonds, 
which typically promised a return of 5%, far higher than fixed deposit rates at the time. The 
products were marketed as “low risk” and of a “low investment threshold,”26 and many 
customers thought they were getting something similar to a deposit, only with a higher 
yield (many had purchased the mini-bonds from their local bank branch).

What these consumers didn’t know was that these mini-bonds were anything but bonds: 
instead, they were credit derivative contracts whose underlying assets were specifically 
collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) created by Lehman Brothers and tied to the bank’s 
own creditworthiness. When Lehman Brothers went bankrupt in 2008, the contracts and 
mini-bonds became worthless.27 In Hong Kong, a groundswell of angry investors man-
aged to recover between 85% and 95% of their original investment a few years later when 
they protested against the neglect of the Hong Kong regulator and banks that offered these 
products.28

assessing the value of mini-bonds
When the mini-bonds that were offered by Lehman Brothers are assessed against Litan’s 
three dimensions of financial innovations, it is clear that they failed on all fronts. Consum-
ers were looking for ways to make some returns with their deposits, but the mini-bonds 
failed to give them better access or a convenient place to securely place their funds. The 
mini-bonds also failed from an economic perspective: Because they were tied to the perfor-
mance of Lehman Brothers and CDOs, there was a negative impact when the company filed 
for bankruptcy.

Despite the negative experiences of Asian investors, mini-bonds continue to attract inves-
tors in other parts of the world, including Italy and the UK, where companies ranging from 
chocolatiers to hoteliers have issued mini-bonds in recent years.29

impact investing
The term “impact investing” was first used by the Rockefeller Foundation to describe “capi-
tal that is placed outside of public equities markets and generates social and environment 
value in addition to financial return.”30 The global assets under management in impact 
investing totaled about $50B in 2010 and are expected to reach $400B by 2020.31
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Although impact investing has a core objective of delivering social good, it is not the same 
as socially responsible investing. Socially responsible investing screens investment portfo-
lios for defined environmental, social, or governance requirements, while impact investing 
takes a more comprehensive approach to solve social and environmental problems by 
directing investments into private companies, projects, and funds while earning an attrac-
tive financial return.

While the impact investing market is relatively new, the sectors in which the investments 
are made have varying degrees of maturity. Some key sectors that have attracted impact 
investing include:

 → Clean technology (e.g., green infrastructure, alternative energy, energy 
conservation).

 → Community economic development (e.g., affordable housing, social enterprise).

 → Microfinance (e.g., microlending to underserved populations).

 → Social impact bonds (e.g., a blend of public and private investment to finance 
social activities).

Kenya’s Kilimo Salama
Kilimo Salama was launched in 2009 to offer micro- insurance products to smallholder farmers. It 

protects farmers’ investment in seed, fertilizer, and chemicals for various crops (e.g., maize, beans, 

sorghum, wheat, potatoes, millet, soybeans, and coffee) against extreme weather risk such as 

drought or excessive rainfall. By 2013, over 100,000 farmers were insured, and Kilimo Salama is now 

the largest agricultural insurance program in Africa. The service is an initiative of the Syngenta Foun-

dation for Sustainable Agriculture in cooperation with Kenyan UAP Insurance.

Traditionally, insuring agricultural activities required costly onsite inspections of the losses sus-

tained by farmers. Kilimo Salama replaced these expensive farm visits with measurements from 

solar- powered weather stations that indicate drought conditions. The weather stations measure the 

rainfall, and these measurements are compared with a predetermined agronomic model specifying 

crops’ rainfall needs. If the predetermined needs are not met, all insured farmers in the vicinity of that 

station receive a payout.

In addition, Kilimo Salama has used mobile technology for automated premium collections and pay-

outs to farmers. The farmer pays the cost of the insurance as a fee added to the original purchase of 

the seeds or fertilizer. A text message confirming the policy is then sent to the farmer’s mobile phone. 

The policy is referenced to the farmer’s nearest weather station, which transmits its data over the 

mobile network. All insurance payouts are processed using m-money.
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According to the Monitor Institute, there are two primary types of impact investors:

 → Impact first investors target social or environmental good as their primary objec-
tive and are willing to accept a lower rate of return to achieve a social good, but 
their projects are not philanthropic endeavors. Examples of impact first investors 
include the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and the F. B. Heron Foundation, 
which both focus on community development and healthcare.

 → Financial first investors prioritize the financial return while achieving social 
good. Financial first investors are typically commercial investors who seek out 
market rates of return while achieving some social or environmental good. They 
may do this by integrating social and environmental value drivers into investment 
decisions, by looking for returns in a way that leads them to create some social 
value (e.g., clean technology), or in response to regulations or tax policy (e.g., the 
Green Funds Scheme in the Netherlands).32

While these types of 
investors will work 
separately on initia-
tives, they may also 
work together on “yin-
yang” deals to focus on 
both the social impact 
and financial returns. 
Figure 7 illustrates the 
key segments of impact 
investors and where the 
optimization intersec-
tions can be found.

There are numerous 
examples of impact 
investing initiatives 
around the world. 
One is the Inter-
national Finance 
Facility for Immuniza-
tion. Launched in 2006, 
it raised $4B in triple-A-
rated bonds to provide vaccines to save 5 million lives over the next 10 years. The bonds, 
which were 1.75 times oversubscribed, were backed by eight donor countries and managed 
by Goldman Sachs and Deutsche Bank.
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Another example of impact investing is BRAC, a Bangladeshi nongovernmental organiza-
tion (NGO) that uses enterprise-investment- driven approaches to serve the poor and has 
created almost 7 million jobs throughout Asia and Africa. Finally there is Grofin, an incuba-
tor of the Shell Foundation, which has demonstrated its commercial viability. It has more 
than $100M invested in eight different funds, mostly in Africa.

Pakistan’s First Women Bank
Established by former Pakistani Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto in 1989, the First Women Bank is both 

a scheduled commercial bank and a development financial institution that serves women entrepre-

neurs and advances socioeconomic empowerment.

It not only offers microfinance to women-owned small businesses but also serves small- and medium- 

sized enterprises and offers corporate finance.

assessing the value of impact investing
While impact investing is still in its early stages, it’s shown a high likelihood of success and 
is largely recognized as an example of good financial innovation. Social planners real-
ize that new solutions are needed to drive positive social and environmental change and 
see the potential of values- based investment; capital investors recognize the benefits of 
this category and are creating diversified investments likely to attract more values- based 
consumers.

But to ensure this success, there must be more stringent methods of calculating the finan-
cial returns on social good and large-scale programs that demonstrate a positive market 
return and attract necessary capital.

Recap of global financial innovations
Figure 8 uses Litan’s three dimensions of impact to determine the merits of the innova-
tions described in this chapter and places them in the categories described in Chapter 2: 
the good, the bad, and the ugly. The good innovations demonstrated improved access and 
more convenience for end users with either a neutral or positive impact on the economy; 
the bad innovations were poorly designed from the start and did not have much positive 
impact on any of Litan’s dimensions. Finally, the ugly represent those innovations that pro-
vided greater access and convenience but were misused, resulting in a negative economic 
impact.
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figuRe 8

ReCAp OF GLObAL FInAnCIAL InnOVAtIOns

Innovation Good bad ugly

PLS accounts • Provides more access and 
convenience as well as incentives 
to save

• Neutral effect on economy (no 
evidence that aggregate savings 
increased or decreased)

Mzansi (low-income) 
transactional accounts

• Failed to improve access or 
convenience

• Negative (limited) effect on 
economy as issuing banks 
reported losses on accounts

Mobile banking 
M-PESA

• Provides more access and 
convenience

• Positive effect on economy/GDP

Crypto-currency
Bitcoin

• Failed to improve access or 
convenience

• Negative effect on economy as 
millions of dollars worth of bitcoins 
were lost by one exchange

Structured equity 
products (in general)

• Complexity of design and 
pricing negatively affects the 
fundamental value and benefit of 
these products to consumers and 
economy in general

Structured equity 
products: mini-bonds 
offered by Lehman 
Brothers

• Faced with a low interest-rate 
environment, individual investors 
were attracted to the higher returns 
of these so-called deposit products, 
not knowing the underlying 
value/payoff was linked to the 
creditworthiness of the issuer 
(Lehman Brothers) and CDOs

Impact investing • Invests in companies and 
initiatives that drive social good; 
delivers a different kind of access 
and convenience to services  
(e.g., healthcare) beyond financial 
services

• Deliberate and defined goal to 
create a positive financial return
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Bangladesh’s Grameen Bank Part 2
One of the earliest pioneers of impact investing, Grameen Bank has been the model of microfinance 

for the entire world. But as with all great innovations, as consumer needs change, so must the 

innovation.

In 2000, Grameen Bank conducted a four-year reassessment and redesign based on extensive client 

research. This process—referred to as “Grameen II”—was driven by the 1998 flood that left half of 

Bangladesh underwater. Grameen borrowers, like many other people, lost most of their possessions, 

including their houses.

The reassessment uncovered a key finding: The principles of Grameen’s original success—such as 

few loan defaults and full participation in group meetings—were being eroded.

As a result, Grameen II introduced more stringent loan repayment rules and moved away from group 

savings to individual savings—a change designed to determine the level of lending the individual 

should receive to best meet his or her needs. This individual accountability, combined with the social 

support of a group lending circle from the original model, has allowed consumers to continue to 

access much- needed financial services.

from financial innovations to financial innovators
Shifting from the financial innovations to the entities that create them, it’s helpful to 
keep in mind that institutions are not all alike; they are driven by different mandates. For 
instance, banks are financial intermediaries that are accountable for creating shareholder 
value, while credit unions and other mutually owned financial institutions are mandated 
to serve their members. The existence of these different end goals greatly influences the 
types of financial innovations that are introduced in the marketplace. In the next section, 
we look at the origins of credit unions and the unique approach they have to creating finan-
cial innovations and making a positive mark in the marketplace.

the Role of cooperatives in financial Services
Credit unions are a form of financial cooperative that had their start in 1864 when Fried-
rich Wilhelm Raiffeisen created the first credit union in Germany. Raiffeisen witnessed the 
struggles farmers faced with loan sharks and his solution was to establish the first coopera-
tive lending institution, a credit union. Credit unions spread throughout Europe in the late 
nineteenth century, and in 1901, the first credit union was established in North America— 
a caisse populaire founded in Quebec by Alphonse Desjardins. Throughout the twentieth 
century, credit unions appeared all over the world.
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Credit unions33 differ from banks and other finan-
cial institutions in that those who have accounts 
in the credit union are its members and owners, 
each with an equal voice and vote regardless of 
the amount they have saved or invested. Unlike 
banks, which need to focus on shareholder prof-
its, credit unions were established to serve people, 
not profit. Furthermore, the cooperative spirit is 
not limited to the membership base but also exists 
among the cooperative entities themselves. As the 
letter in Figure 9 from Edward Filene—an Ameri-
can businessman and philanthropist known for 
his pioneering role in creating credit unions in the 
United States—to Alphonse Desjardins illustrates, 
the collaborative spirit was, and still is, extremely 
important to credit unions and a critical avenue 
for innovation.

The willingness to share and collaborate among 
credit unions has allowed for a great number of 
financial innovations to flourish, particularly in 
Litan’s dimensions of access and convenience as 
described earlier. Figure 10 summarizes some of 
the key innovations introduced by credit unions 
in Canada and illustrates how the principles of 
cooperative collaboration and member focus help 
drive the positive contributions of greater finan-
cial access and convenience.

financial innovation and cooperation
Throughout history, financial system leaders and policymakers have worked to create a 
strong foundation for a financial services system that serves both businesses and people. 
With the recent banking crisis, along with the entry of alternative players into the financial 
services realm, there’s been a growing awareness that cooperation, individual control, and 
“putting people before profits” can lead to both societal and individual financial well-
being. Recent examples of this include microfinancing—where the focus is on supporting 
individuals to help them repay their small loans on time and in full rather than managing 
the interest rate—and leveraging technology to support a wide variety of endeavors, such 
as kiva.org, kickstarter.com, and M-PESA.

figuRe 9

spIRIt OF COOpeRAtIVe COLLAbORAtIOn, 1915
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But these examples are merely the tip of the consumer- led iceberg of financial innova-
tions. By continuing to place the focus on the consumer and bolstering the collaborative 
DNA of cooperatives, credit unions have the opportunity to disrupt the financial services 
industry through radical innovations for years to come. There are 55,000 credit unions 
across 100 countries, managing $1.3 trillion in deposits and $1.1 trillion in loans and giv-
ing 200 million members access to financial services.34 Clearly, credit unions have the 
resources and the mandate to drive meaningful innovation around the world.

figuRe 10

CReDIt unIOn InnOVAtIOns In tHe 20tH CentuRY: A CAnADIAn peRspeCtIVe

Innovation

Credit union principle type of positive impact

Collaboratively 
based

member 
focused

Greater 
access

Greater 
convenience

1900
Desjardins’s first caisse populaire opens its doors

★ ★ ★ ★

1901
Desjardins is the first to introduce personal loans based on borrower’s 
personal character

★ ★ ★

1933
CS Co-op is the first financial institution in Canada to introduce payroll 
deductions for deposits and loan payments

★ ★ ★

1961
VanCity is the first financial institution to offer loans to women in their 
names 

★ ★ ★ ★

1976
CS Co-op is the first to offer personal lines of credit

★ ★ ★

1977
Sherwood Credit Union introduces the first full-service ATM network in 
Canada

★ ★ ★

1986
Debut of Ethical Mutual Funds

★ ★ ★

1996
First PC-based banking (no branches) launched by Citizen’s Bank (owned 
by VanCity)

★ ★ ★

Source: World Council of Credit Unions, “ ‘Credit Union Firsts’ Commemorate a Strong History of Innovation,” March 31, 2004, www.woccu.org/
newsroom/releases/Credit_Union_Firsts_commemorate_a_strong_history_of_innovation.
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chapteR 4

The Filene Method: 
Delivering Financial Innovation

As the financial services industry grows more complex and new competitors enter the mar-
ketplace, the need for innovative products, processes, and business models is more critical 
than ever to help ensure organizational success. Yet, many financial institutions have 
not had the benefit of a proven, repeatable process for innovation. Many organizations 
approach innovation in a haphazard way, which can lead to inefficient use of resources, 
missed deadlines, and ineffective solutions—all of which increase development costs and 
prevent innovations from successfully launching into the marketplace. In response to the 
need for a more effective and repeatable approach, the Filene Method was created to sup-
port financial innovations among credit unions in North America.

Developed by the Filene Research Institute as part of its i3 program, this approach has 
been refined over the past decade with input from both industry and academia. The Filene 
Method of innovation is practiced by credit union executives (i3’ers) and provides financial 
institutions with a framework to develop solutions to the most pressing consumer financial 
challenges. The focus of the Filene Method is on developing and testing innovative solu-
tions rather than on market commercialization. The innovation process is divided into six 
distinct phases, as illustrated in Figure 11.

Over 150 concepts have been developed during the past 10 years using the Filene Method. 
Although the problems being addressed and the solutions being conceived vary widely in 
scope and subject, their development has followed the same prescribed methodology with 
favorable results.

Reporting
Prototyping

and 
implementation

Testing
and

iteration
Fact checkIdeationInsights

figuRe 11

tHe FILene metHOD OF InnOVAtIOn
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it Starts with desirability
A central tenet of the Filene Method is the notion of human- centered design (HCD). This 
approach to design was developed by IDEO, which is well regarded as the premier global 
industrial design firm with successful innovations that span multiple industries. The 
process emphasizes that all innovations must be rooted in directly solving the needs of an 
end user. The idea must be desirable to the ultimate user, or it will never suc-
ceed. A solution that doesn’t properly address a human- centered problem is 
not truly an innovation.

Once desirability has been established, the HCD process requires the con-
cept to be both feasible and viable. It is this trifecta of desirability, feasibility, 
and viability that defines a concept developed using the HCD methodology 
(Figure 12). Feasibility is assessed from both a technical and organizational 
perspective. Can the idea realistically be implemented given the organiza-
tion’s systems, procedures, people, or third-party partnerships? Will the idea 
support the organization’s goals and be in direct alignment with its mission 
and vision? Viability is achieved when the concept supports the organiza-
tion’s financial goals, namely through an effective business model. If the 
concept is implemented, will sufficient revenue be generated or expenses be 
mitigated to justify an investment in the idea?

The HCD concept plays a central role in the execution of the Filene Method, 
as innovators move from identifying problems that end users face to build-
ing innovative solutions that meet their needs in desirable, feasible, and 
viable ways. Each of the underlying steps and exercises within the Filene 
Method are designed to address the intersection of these HCD criteria, ultimately leading to 
a tested prototype that proves or disproves the hypothesis associated with the innovative 
solution.

insights
The first step in the Filene Method is the identification of insights, with a goal of using a 
variety of data to establish a clear problem to solve for a specific group of people. Inspira-
tion for these insights can come from a number of sources—interviews with members or 
ethnographic research, discussions with industry collaborators, academic journals and 
articles, the popular press, and unrelated industries, to name a few.

Desirable

ViableFeasible

figuRe 12

HumAn-CenteReD DesIGn: 
InteRseCtIOn OF DesIRAbILItY, 
FeAsIbILItY, AnD VIAbILItY

Source: Adapted from IDEO, Human 
Centered Design Toolkit, Version 2.
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Filene Method in Action: Insights Phase
In 2013, a Filene i3 team gathered a series of insights based on 

the popularity of wearable technology and devices such as the 

Jawbone UP that provide users with timely feedback on how they 

live and act. Combined with a realization that many consumers 

regret purchases after they have been made, the team developed Centsus—an app that lets consum-

ers track emotions driven by spending habits and subsequently sends alerts prompting users to think 

twice before similar spending occurs.

A key to success during the insights phase is to approach the assessment of gathered data 
from the perspective of a beginner—without applying frames, assumptions, or biases 
too soon in the innovation process. The art and science of assembling insights from data 
requires the discipline to not move too quickly into developing solutions; rather, at this 
point the innovator must look for patterns in various data that collectively indicate a defi-
nite problem that needs to be solved.

Assembling a list of insights is only half of the work in this phase; in order for an innova-
tion team to be truly successful, they must select one or more insights that are interesting 
and compelling to them. The work of innovation is not easy, and innovators must be 
personally interested in the patterns and problems generated during the insights phase in 
order for the Filene Method to be truly useful.

This set of insights can then be used to generate a problem statement, which often takes 
the form of a question (i.e., “How might we help encourage families to develop differ-
ent savings habits?” or “How might we devise a more efficient process for credit unions 
to onboard members located far from branches?”). This problem statement becomes the 
core of the resulting innovation process, with a goal of solving the problem in a way that is 
desirable, feasible, and viable.

ethnographic Research: observing the natural environment
A popular technique that financial innovators use to learn more about the challenges of 
their customers or members is rooted in anthropology and sociology. The ethnographic 
method involves the study of behaviors and actions in the setting where they traditionally 
occur. It allows researchers to operate from a position of trust and makes it easier for study 
participants to give natural, uncensored feedback.

Filene has used ethnographic research to help build observations for several studies. Dur-
ing the development of The Culture of Borrowing and Debt: An Ethnographic Approach,35 
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researchers went into the homes of 22 consumers to view the results of spending and 
saving behaviors firsthand and see the contents of participants’ wallets and pocketbooks. 
While conducting research for Why Choose a Credit Union? An Ethnographic Study of Mem-
ber Behaviors,36 researchers went into credit union branches to observe how employees 
interacted with members and to interview various levels of credit union employees in their 
natural environments. Both examples yielded observations that wouldn’t have been pos-
sible with traditional surveys or post- experience feedback.

ideation
After insights have been collected and a problem statement has been agreed upon, it’s time 
to come up with possible solutions. Here, again, the sources of inspiration for ideas can 
come from anywhere. The ideation phase is often the most ambiguous and fluid, as ideas 
often come spontaneously or seemingly from out of nowhere.

However, there are brainstorming techniques and tools that can be used to help innovators 
generate ideas to solve problems. Changing venues or work locations is a good first step. 
This variety in environment and stimuli often leads to creative inspiration that does not 
happen in the usual office or conference room.

Filene Method in Action: Ideation Phase
The in-home party business model has thrived in the 

United States and other countries for decades. Tupper-

ware and Pampered Chef are examples of successful 

businesses that leverage a party host’s network of friends and family members for sales opportuni-

ties. This concept served as the inspiration for a Filene i3 team’s idea, called Moneyworks. Credit 

union advocates host parties in their homes where friends and family hear about how a credit union 

can address their financial needs and optimally choose to become members themselves.

Once a suitable location has been found, a number of ideation techniques can be employed 
to generate a large quantity of ideas. At this point the quantity versus the quality of the 
ideas is key. Look to unrelated stimuli—random items or people such as a cartoon char-
acter, a home improvement tool, or an electronic gadget—for approaching ideas from a 
different point of view. Think of unrelated industries and ways firms in those industries 
have innovated for possible application to financial services problems. Break away from 
established rules and laws, suspend judgment, and consider how a problem might be 
solved if those rules weren’t in place.
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Through this process of generating a large volume of ideas, a few concepts will stand out 
as particularly interesting, groundbreaking, or relevant. It is at this point that the ideation 
process turns from quantity to quality and a particularly innovative solution often magi-
cally presents itself. Once again, ideation is more art than science.

fact check
After a problem statement has been crafted and a particularly interesting idea has 
appeared, it’s time to pair the idea up with the realities of the world. How meaningful and 
beneficial is this idea to the end user? How exciting is the idea? Is it truly a groundbreaking 
innovation or simply a refresh of something already on the market? This is the fact check 
phase of the Filene Method.

An idea isn’t going to succeed if the innovation team doesn’t love it. Teams can determine 
where they stand by assessing in a quantitative way how excited they are about the con-
cept. This can be accomplished simply with a team asking themselves how exciting and 
viable the concept is on a scale of 1 to 5. If the answer indicates that the team is excited 
about the idea, the concept passes what is called the “gut check.”

But passion alone does not make an idea feasible. At this point in the innovation process, 
teams must take an objective look at the marketplace to answer several questions:

 → Do other similar solutions exist?

 → Do a sufficient number of consumers or firms experience the problem?

 → Will members be excited about the solution?

 → Are there legal or regulatory issues that stand in the way of implementing the idea?

 → Does it appear that a viable business model can be created?

 → What unknowns still need to be researched?

Stepping back to answer these questions—to evaluate whether significant “death threats” 
exist that could delay or prevent your idea from moving forward—is a valuable exercise to 
determine whether or not you want to pursue your idea.

At this point, some unique ideas will meet their demise because they do not pass the fact 
check and feasibility test. Innovation teams may need to revisit other concepts generated 
during the ideation phase to identify another that is more feasible. However, once a con-
cept passes the fact check, the fun of building a prototype begins.
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Filene Method in Action: Fact Check Phase
A 2012 Consumers Union report revealed that 

while nearly one in five Americans wanted to 

switch financial institutions, 59% of big bank 

customers felt it was “too much of a hassle” to make the switch.37

One i3 team chose to tackle this problem in early 2014 and developed a concept called Switch Ninja, 

which aims to remove the complexity of switching to a credit union by automating the transfer of 

information and communicating with members throughout the process.

As part of the team’s fact check work, they discovered vendors that had previously attempted to solve 

the switching problem, few with significant success. They identified key points of differentiation 

between these solutions and Switch Ninja and focused their concept development on the differenti-

ated features. They also reviewed patent data and determined that while the intellectual property 

of other processes was registered, the functionality employed by Switch Ninja did not appear to be 

patented. Based on these fact check results and the team’s shared passion for the concept, they 

proceeded from fact check into prototyping.

prototyping and implementation
The prototyping and implementation phase of the Filene Method is where a concept is 
brought to life. It is often the most difficult phase because it requires innovators at financial 
institutions to identify the resources needed to build what is known as a minimum viable 
product, or a working model of the idea that has the essential features needed to get key 
feedback and observations from the pilot group. The goal of prototyping is to share the 
concept with a small and strategically important audience in a tangible way, as quickly and 
cheaply as possible. Optimally, the prototype should capture and convey what is meaning-
ful and unique about the idea.

During the prototyping phase, it can be tempting to focus on developing what is known 
as a “100% solution,” or the final working product. But spending the time, resources, and 
energy to fully build a product at this point is not an efficient endeavor. Instead, a proto-
type is useful for communicating the essence of a product or service to the anticipated end 
user without devoting significant resources. Prototypes take many forms. For a financial 
product, it may mean a set of manual processes that let a pilot group understand how the 
final product will perform. If the concept is a website or mobile phone application, a proto-
type may simply be a set of static screen shots or a limited- functionality online experience. 
For concepts that are eventually commercialized, the final product may not look anything 
like the prototype.
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Filene Method in Action: Prototyping Phase
Developing a prototype for a mobile phone application isn’t always feasible depending on the 

expertise and resources available to innovators. One Filene i3 team used a low-tech but effective 

tool—laminated flashcards on a ring—to demonstrate what screen images would look like for their 

mobile phone app, now called Mintuition, that helps students evaluate the financial impacts of dif-

ferent education and career choices.

testing and iteration
Once a prototype has been built, it is critical for the concept to be tested in the real world. 
Here, a hypothesis is developed so a theory can be validated. For example, if an innovation 
has been developed to make the checking account switching process easier, the hypothesis 
might be “If members use this new switching product, they will be more likely to fully use 
their credit union as their primary financial institution and to have 100% of their transac-
tional relationship moved to the credit union within two weeks.”

Testing of the prototype and its correspondent hypothesis will indicate whether or not the 
concept is solving the identified problem as originally anticipated. Many times, modifica-
tions to the concept will be necessary based on the test results, and a redesigned prototype 
may be developed and again tested. Here, the goal is to arrive at a prototype and hypothesis 
that is proved through the testing that has been conducted. Once the test has been success-
fully completed, it is time to report on the results of the innovation process.
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Filene Method in Action: Testing Phase
Consumers know they need financial advice, but 

many who are burdened by debt or constrained by the 

impact of bad financial decisions are embarrassed 

to seek face-to-face help. In 2009, a Filene i3 team 

developed Debt in Focus, a website that offered a way to deliver debt reduction advice anonymously 

to consumers. After cycles of pilot testing and refinement, the concept has been commercialized 

(now called SavvyMoney) and is used at credit unions around the United States to help members 

get out of debt. One of the reasons for this product’s success was the extensive testing and version 

iterations. In 2010, almost 250 US credit unions tested this product on their websites, generat-

ing over 300,000 consumer interactions. The resulting data helped inform the successful product 

development cycle that turned the innovative product into a useful tool for consumers and financial 

institutions alike.

Reporting
The final step in the Filene Method is one of the most important in the innovation process. 
Here, innovators at financial services firms need to communicate their concept, its impact, 
and the prototype test results to strategically important stakeholders (such as financial 
institution executives, third- party vendors, or capital investors) that will optimally make 
a decision to move forward with the concept or invest in the idea. An evidence- based 
approach to reporting the problem being addressed, the idea that has been developed, and 
the results of testing the prototype is most effective in generating interest in the commer-
cialization of an idea.

Credit unions have limited resources and are faced with a number of competing options. In 
the reporting phase, innovators must deliver a concise and compelling story that convinces 
decision makers that they should allocate resources to the concept being presented. In 
addition to facts, figures, and evidence, a compelling “elevator pitch” that gets the con-
cept’s central message across in a memorable way is often the icing on the cake, convincing 
decision makers to move forward with commercializing an innovation.

No concept is a “slam dunk,” regardless of how diligent innovators are about following a 
prescribed path of innovation such as the Filene Method. But certainly this methodology of 
identifying insights based on needs that are faced by end users and designing a thoroughly 
vetted, well-tested innovation around those needs has proven over the years to be a recipe 
for greater success. A case study of an innovation that was developed using the Filene 
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Method follows. While not all stages are mentioned in this case study, the resulting innova-
tion benefited from application of the Filene Method.

Filene Method in Action: Reporting Phase
Most credit unions realize the expense involved in printing, storing, 

and revising paper brochures. But even the most obvious of problems 

needs an effectively communicated solution. When a 2012 Filene i3 

team developed eBrochure (now known as Leeflet), a customizable 

electronic brochure that replaces paper, they didn’t simply assume their audience would see the 

benefit of their concept. They developed a series of evidence- based reports and presentations that 

communicated the idea’s benefits and summarized the quantifiable impacts of their pilot test. Now 

Leeflet is commercially available to credit unions.

the filene method in action
In an earlier chapter, the evolution of prize-linked savings (PLS) accounts around the world 
was presented. It is instructive to examine the journey this idea took from the UK, Asia, and 
Latin America to US credit unions in the form of the innovation Save to Win.

Harnessing a wealth of insights from around the world, the i3’ers explored the idea of 
bringing PLS to North America.38 First, they gathered insights by connecting with Professor 
Peter Tufano to gain a better understanding of this “old” innovation. They discovered that 
PLS is an effective tool to help consumers with little or no previous savings get in the habit 
of putting money away and have fun at the same time. Americans have a long- running 
habit of playing the lottery, with a majority of the adult population having played the lot-
tery at least once in their life.39

Initial research indicated a tremendous amount of promise for PLS in the United States, 
especially considering the poor savings habits of US consumers. The initial research, 
however, indicated that PLS was unlikely to be feasible because the regulatory environ-
ment in the United States prohibits PLS as it is practiced across the globe. This initial dead 
end was overcome when the team partnered with a nonprofit organization called Doorways 
to Dreams (D2D) to examine potential ways to test the product. Through deep research 
and keen legal analysis, the team discovered a wrinkle in the state of Michigan’s law that 
allowed for credit unions to offer “savings promotion raffles.”
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PLS was launched as Save 
to Win (S2W) in 2009 as a 
pilot program with eight 
Michigan credit unions. 
S2W offered credit union 
members a simple but 
compelling proposition: 
For every $25 deposited, 
they earned a chance to win 
both a $100,000 grand prize 
jackpot and a host of smaller 
monthly prizes. The first-year 
results were impressive with 
over 11,000 new accounts 
and over $8.5M in new sav-
ings (Figure 13).

Even more impressive 
was the type of saver S2W 
attracted: new savers who 
were of modest means and asset poor (Figure 14).

In an incredible stroke of luck, the winner of the $100,000 
grand prize in S2W’s first year was an elderly credit union 
member of modest means. This individual became S2W’s 
poster child, and as a result, credit unions and policymak-
ers took notice.

In the intervening years, S2W has expanded dramatically 
in Michigan, with recent numbers indicated in Figure 15.

These total numbers hide some impressive descriptive 
details about who these consumers are—primarily con-
sumers who did not have savings prior to participating in 
S2W (Figure 16).

As a result of the success in Michigan, several other US 
states pushed for legislation to allow similar accounts (see sidebar on page 42).

Figure 17 provides examples of active S2W programs across the United States; each year 
more states add the program.

figuRe 13

sAVe tO wIn ResuLts (DeCembeR 31, 2009)

Credit union
Active 

certificates

penetration 
of 12/31/2008 

member base (%)
savings 

($)
Average 

account size ($)

CACu 1,078 14.9 306,385.95 284.22

CFCu 1,962 5.7 1,639,631.77 835.69

CmCCu 1,403 8.1 1,726,104.09 1,230.32

e&A 836 2.6 595,364.24 712.16

eLGA 1,481 3.8 815,079.53 550.36

Frankenmuth 989 4.6 750,700.60 759.05

nuunion 1,455 1.6 1,391,318.25 956.23

Option 1 2,462 7.3 1,335,762.1 3 542.55

11,666 4.3 8,560,382.56 733.79

Source: Doorways to Dreams.

figuRe 14

peRCentAGe OF nOnsAVeRs, Asset pOOR, AnD 
LOw tO mODeRAte InCOme (LmI)

Credit union
nonsavers 

(%)
Asset poor 

(%)
LmI 
(%)

CACu 67 67 62

CFCu 54 29 43

CmCCu 53 27 36

e&A 62 38 49

eLGA 56 46 46

Frankenmuth 52 33 40

nuunion 48 31 36

Option 1 54 34 40

Source: Doorways to Dreams.
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TOTAL MEMBERS PARTICIPATING IN 
SAVE TO WIN

TOTAL SAVINGS ACCUMULATED

AVERAGE ACCOUNT BALANCE

CREDIT UNIONS

58

$

$2,872.65

$43,586,779

15,173

figuRe 15

s2w ResuLts In mICHIGAn, 2012 YeAR-enD

Source: Doorways to Dreams.
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Source: Doorways to Dreams.
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Save to Win Legislative Success
As a result of the success in Michigan, states throughout the country are interested in amending their 

laws to allow financial institutions to offer raffle- based PLS products. Below are the states that have 

passed explicit savings promotion raffle laws.

 → Indiana (2014) legislation HEA1235. Amended banking laws to allow credit unions and 

banks to offer savings promotion raffles.

 → Connecticut (2013) legislation: HB 5564. Amended banking laws to allow credit unions and 

community banks to offer savings promotion raffles.

 → New York (2013) legislation: S 5145. Amended banking laws to allow credit unions to offer 

savings promotion raffles. In partnership with the National Federation of Community Devel-

opment Credit Unions and the Credit Union Association of New York.

 → Maryland (2012) legislation: HB 786. Amended commercial and lottery law to allow credit 

unions and depository institutions to offer savings promotion raffles. In partnership with 

Maryland CASH Campaign.

 → Nebraska (2011) lesiglation: LB 524. Amended gambling law to allow credit unions to offer 

savings promotion raffles. In partnership with Financial Hope Collaborative and Nebraska 

Credit Union League.

 → North Carolina (2011) legislation: SB 513. Amended credit union laws to allow savings 

promotion raffles. In partnership with the North Carolina Credit Union League.

 → Washington (2011) legislation: SB 5232. Amended gambling and banking law to allow 

financial institutions to offer chance- based products. In partnership with the Washington 

Asset Building Coalition and the Northwest Credit Union Association.

 → Maine (2010) legislation: SP 0645. Amended gambling and banking law to allow credit 

unions to offer savings promotion raffles.

 → Rhode Island (2010) legislation: S 2399. Amended credit union and lottery laws to allow 

credit unions to offer savings promotion raffles. In partnership with Credit Union Association 

of Rhode Island.

 → Additionally, in 2013 a bipartisan group of US senators introduced the American Savings 

Promotion Act, which would permit the creation of PLS accounts on a federal basis.

Source: Doorways to Dreams.

In summary, S2W represents a classic “good innovation.” S2W is good for:

 → Consumers, because they put savings in a financial institution.

 → Financial institutions, because they attract deposits and ancillary business from a 
consumer segment they had previously not reached well.

 → Policymakers, because stable savings mobilization is an overarching goal of all 
modern economies.
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chapteR 5

Conclusions and Recommendations
In this report we’ve taken a brief look at innovation—starting with general innovations 
throughout history and moving more specifically into financial innovations, especially 
those of the recent past. We discussed the areas of opportunity that tend to drive inno-
vation as captured by Peter Drucker, and the six main functions of financial services 
according to Robert C. Merton. Throughout the report we’ve stressed that the true test of an 
innovation’s value should be this: Did it benefit society?

In looking at the value of financial innovations of the last half century, it’s obvious that 
they’ve been a decidedly mixed bag. Some have met the litmus test of societal benefit, 
while others, sadly, have fallen short.

As the world becomes a more technology- driven place, the opportunity for innovation is 
growing, and the landscape of the financial services marketplace is going through radical 
shifts in emerging technologies and consumer demands. Alternative players abound—
technology companies, traditional telecommunications companies building out mobile 
banking offerings, and consumers bypassing traditional financial intermediaries to lend 
peer-to-peer.

figuRe 17

ACtIVe s2w pROGRAms

michigan nebraska north Carolina washington

Launch year 2009 2012 2013 2013

number of credit 
unions participating 

38 11 7 6

Grand prize $60,000 
6 winners

$25,000 
1 winner

$30,000 
1 winner

1 $5,000 grand prize 
3 $5,000 monthly prizes 

4 winners total

League prizes $2,500—$3,750 monthly
50–75 winners

$1,500 monthly 
15–30 winners

$1,000 monthly 
$1,000–$5,000 quarterly 

12 monthly winners 
3 quarterly winners

Increasing from $250 to $1,000 
Increasing from 5 to 20 winners

Source: Doorways to Dreams.
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What does this mean for traditional financial institutions, especially consumer- centric 
ones like credit unions? How can the principles of cooperatives be leveraged during this 
dynamic time? Where does financial innovation go from here? What is the road map that 
will take us into the future?

We believe that innovation is critical to the credit union future but that innovations can 
only earn the label of “successful” if they put people before profits. As innovations such 
as mobile banking, PLS, and others discussed in this report prove, this type of innovation 
is alive and well. We’re hopeful that these examples, plus the Filene Method shared in this 
report, will give credit unions the incentive—and the tools—they need to embrace meaning-
ful innovation for themselves and the people they serve.
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